jiří menzel [1938]
[selected films]

>slovak films 2005–2007<

>< 2006: obsluhoval jsem anglického
krále
>< 1989: konec starých časů
>< 1985: vesničko má středisková
>< 1983: slavnosti sněženek
>< 1981: postřižiny
>< 1976: na samotě u lesa
>< 1969: skřivánci na niti
>< 1967: rozmarné léto
>< 1966: ostře sledované vlaky

director:
story:
script:
director of
photography:
music:
editor:
cast:

>< Jiří Menzel
>< Bohumil Hrabal – novel
>< Jiří Menzel

Jaromír Šofr
Aleš Březina
Jiří Brožek
Ivan Barnev, Oldřich Kaiser, Julia
Jentsch, Martin Huba, Marián Labuda,
Milan Lasica, Josef Abrhám
prod. co.: >< AQS [cz] in co-production with
TV NOVA [cz], Magic Box Slovakia [sk],
Barrandov Studios [cz], Universal
Production Partners [cz]
release: >< 18. 12. 2006 [cz], 25. 1. 2007 [sk]
sales: >< Bavaria Film International
Bavariafilmplatz 8, D-82031 Geiselgasteig
tel.: +49 89 6499 2686, fax: 6499 3720
e-mail: stefanie.Zeitler@Bavaria-Film.de
www.bavaria-film-international.com
www.anglickykral.cz
><
><
><
><

I SERVED THE KING OF ENGLAND
OBSLUHOVAL JSEM ANGLICKÉHO KRÁLE
2006 >< 35 mm >< col. >< 120 min. >< shot on kodak

Bohumil Hrabal’s book I Served the King of England is among the pinnacles of his body
of work. Mirrored in the fate of a young Czech waiter’s life are the hopes, conflicts,
dramas, and defeats of Czechoslovak history in the last century. Based on that book,
director Jiří Menzel presents a film about a man in the twilight of his life seeking images of the era he has lived through. About a man who yearned to fill his life with wealth
and beauty no matter what the circumstances, a man whose luck always lay in his encountering some misfortune.

awards: fipresci prize, competitive section – berlin iff 2007 ›‹ czech lion for best
film, best director, best cinematography and best supporting actor
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marko škop [1974]
>< 2006: iné svety

OTHER WORLDS INÉ SVETY

2006 >< 35 mm >< col. >< 78 min. >< documentary

awards: audience award and special mention – best documentary film – karlovy
vary iff 2006 ›‹ talent taube – dok-leipzig 2006 ›‹ grand prix – ekofilm český krumlov 2006 ›‹ euro media award, vienna 2006 ›‹ prize of the film culture club – llf
lagów 2006 ›‹ prize of the director of the festival – etnofilm čadca 2006

director:
script:
director of
photography:
editor:
cast:

>< Marko Škop
>< Marko Škop

>< Ján Meliš
>< František Krähenbiel
>< Ján Lazorík, Fedor Vico, Katarína
Hrehorčáková, Ignác Červeňák,
Stano Čorej, Tóno Triščík
prod. co.: >< Artileria [sk], Studio Mirage [cz]
release: >< 15. 2. 2006 [sk], 7. 9. 2006 [cz]
sales: >< Taskovski Films Ltd.
4B Wentworth Street
UK-E1 7TF London
tel.: +44 795 710 56 72,
+420 731 1640 79
e-mail: irena@taskovskifilms.com
www.taskovskifilms.com

>full-length films<

Šariš in eastern Slovakia is a very specific border region between Eastern and Western
Europe. It is situated between rational individualism of the West and expressive emotionality of the East. The territory at the foothills of the Eastern Carpathian Mountains
has its historical roots in a diverse combination of minorities and religious creeds, which
made it grow into a “little Babylon“. Europe is transforming and so do the lives of its
people. This documentary follows the progress of globalization and its effects on individual lives of the people of Šariš. The film introduces six different characters representing their respective communities. They include Šarišans, Ruthenians, Jews, Gypsies,
as well as young people of different identities. The film explores the last days of traditional diversity in local communities, and seeks the beauty of the original, authentic,
and interesting individual. People from the Šariš region are often called the “crazy
Easterners“. OTHER WORLDS visits six of them at one of the ends of the world, at an
end of the globalized world. They are products “made in Šariš“.
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pavol barabáš [1959]
[selected documentaries]

>slovak films 2005–2007<

><
><
><
><
><
><
><
><

director:
script:
director of
photography:
music:
editor:
prod. co.:
exp. release:
sales:

2006:
2005:
2004:
2002:
2001:
2000:
1998:
1997:

tepuy
pururambo
amazonia vertical
omo – cesta do praveku
mustang
tajomné mamberamo
118 dni v zajatí ľadu
80 metrov pod vrcholom

>< Pavol Barabáš
>< Pavol Barabáš
><
><
><
><
><
><

Pavol Barabáš
Michal Novinski
Matej Beneš
K2 Studio [sk]
September 2007
K2 Studio
Guothova 2, SK-831 01 Bratislava
tel.: +421-2-5477 3429
fax: +421-2-5477 3468
e-mail: k2@k2studio.sk
www.k2studio.sk

TEPUY TEPUY

2006 >< betacam [35 mm in preparation] >< col. >< 72 min. >< documentary

Tepuy is a full-length film about an expedition of cave explorers to the inaccessible
tabletop mountain of Chimanta in Venezuela. This story of adventure is set on islands
of time where ancient plants and animals survive to this day. In a gigantic subterranean labyrinth made of the oldest minerals in the world, colonies of bizarre organisms created the largest quartzite cave. This film is an expedition to the vault of time
which makes men feel like aliens, and ask the most fundamental questions about the
origin and mysteries of life on Earth.
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